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Private car to plane service via The Private Suite

The Private Suite is a sparkling new, luxurious private terminal at Los Angeles International
Airport (LAX) situated in an exclusive and extremely protected location.
I was lucky to visit this amazing VIP terminal, and I have to say it is the finest example of
protection and privacy I have ever
witnessed. It is easily the most unique and
luxurious way to travel, not only for
celebrities, but also for high-profile
executives, and any traveler that demands
privacy, albeit at a cost.
While VIP and First Class airport lounges
are making great strides to impress their
frequent flyers and guests, The Private Suite
takes things to a whole new level. Members
will not have to wait in crowded lines,
because there is a private TSA screening
lounge inside the new celebrity terminal.
Members don’t have to walk down long
crowded concourses, or ever line up at ticket
counters and boarding gates. And, they will
The Private Suite: Shared suite interior
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never have to deal with their luggage or be confronted by aggressive paparazzi.
In a move to reduce disturbances from fans, photographers and professional autograph-seekers,
and to eliminate the rising violent clashes from video hounds, the Board of Airport
Commissioners voted unanimously in favor of the exclusive terminal located in a converted
cargo facility next to the airport’s South runway.
For my visit, I arrived at the secure and private gated parking area complete where an armed
guard, opened the large gates to a valet service. My personal host greeted me and guided me
directly to my own private suite which included its own large bathroom, food service pantry
filled with every imaginable item and drinks, a counter filled with products to make your travel
easy, from headsets to phone chargers, a two-person daybed and a stunning view of the airport
runway.

The Private Suite: Private X-ray and TSA security lounge

When it was time for me to board my flight, I was taken into the private TSA lounge to check ID
and X-ray my luggage. Since I was the only person in the lounge, it took two minutes. I was then
driven across the tarmac in a luxury BMW sedan with a driver and a host (like I was the
President). This eliminated a huge part of what I hate most about traveling, and that is dealing
with the crowds and the long waits.
While American Airlines has an amazing Concierge Key service as well as Flagship check-in at
LAX, celebrities are still confronted curbside with aggressive paparazzi and fans as well as
having to be escorted through the terminal. Heathrow Airport offers the luxury Windsor Suite,
but it doesn't come close to this luxury launch.
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With The Private Suite, a team of eight people are assigned to each guest once they arrive. One
allows members securely into the gated compound, one host escorts you to the private suite, two
hosts manage any special requests
(complimentary spa services,
makeup, hair? No problem), one
host escorts you through the
private TSA screening area and
directly to the runway located
BMW 7 series sedan, one host
drives you across the tarmac
directly to the aircraft, one host
works as an advance person
waiting at the jet-bridge to escort
you to the aircraft door and a final
host takes care of all of your
luggage needs. This service
operates in reverse for arrivals.
Current pricing for new members
is $2,700 per party of four with
domestic travel, and $3,000 for
international travel. Couple that
with an annual membership fee of
$7,500 and this caters truly to the
The Private Suite: Valet entrance and private gated terminal
upper class. Trial one time visits
can be had for $3,500 -$4,000 per group of four or shared lounge service for $2,000 per person.
There are multiple suite options for members including; a family room with custom toys selected
by the member in advance and set
up for children, a pet friendly suite
with outdoor patio including a
doggie teepee, and a middle
eastern suite, complete with prayer
mats and alcohol free.
All of this over-the-top luxury is
owned and operated by Gavin de
Becker & Associates, the 700person firm that protects many of
the world’s most prominent people.
Headquartered in Los Angeles,
they have operations in 27 cities
and 7 countries.

The Private Suite: Private suite restroom

The companies Aviation Services Division at LAX is run by two experts recruited from
London’s Heathrow Airport: Danny Sloan handled all VIP services at Heathrow and Steve
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Gargaro managed the very
exclusive The Windsor Suite.
Leading the hospitality side of the
operation is Vikram Sood,
formerly with Four Seasons and
The Ritz Carlton.
I have known Gavin de Becker for
many years through his incredible
security work with celebrities and
executives facing threats, and was
thrilled for the chance to sit down
with him and chat about his
remarkable new operation at LAX.

The Private Suite: Private suite interior

What inspired you to create The Private Suite?
I live in Los Angeles, so for years I have cared about LAX, and it is a location where clients of
ours receive a lot of stress. We see that when a celebrity goes through the airport, it actually
effects thousands of other people.
The people in the terminal, the
people in the TSA line (which gets
slowed down), and all the personal
cameras that come out. The crowds
often pour over into the street
which leads to arrests, lawsuits and
injuries. This doesn’t happen
occasionally, this happens every
single day at LAX. I was also
inspired after I saw London
Heathrow’s Windsor Suite, which
was originally created for
The Private Suite: Interior shared space lounge
diplomats and dignitaries, and with
some incentive from us, they made it available to other types of passengers and converted it from
being a government process to being something that the users pay for.
About seven years ago, we made our first
approach to LAX, and we knew it was a
solution to a lot of problems. Not just with
celebrities, but also with dignitary travel,
people protected by secret service, high value
prisoners and international flight crews, which
are currently in the regular TSA line and are
often getting to flights late.
I also thought about the issue of how travelers
spend their time at the airport. The airport time
could be spent working or walking. We
produced a circumstance where how you spend

Interior private suite with food pantry (Jim Dobson)
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your time is now predictable. The process of getting to The Private Suite is a lot easier, and you
are not stuck in the horseshoe driving around LAX in traffic. There is no traffic on the access
road to our private terminal. It is also entirely predictable how much time you will spend in the
private TSA lounge, because there is
nobody else in there.
We discovered that our main audience
will not be celebrities and media figures,
they are the easy ones to figure out
because it’s so unpleasant for the
airport, the police and the public. We
open May 15, 2017, and I think our
main users will be business executives,
because it’s important how you spend
the time at the airport, working, resting
and sleeping.
One of the first things you see in The
Private Suite is a two-person day bed,
which I am pretty sure is the only place
in any American airport that actually
Interior private suite with daybed and runway view (Jim Dobson)
designed something for you to go to
sleep. Privacy curtains close and an outer shade closes and it is like sleeping on a train. Layovers
and big delays are a success for us because you are experiencing it in a comfortable environment.
If you are in the airport and this happens, that is an extension of misery. For us it is an extension
of comfort.

What happens if the private suites are completely booked when a
member wants to use it?
My target is to never be above 70% occupancy. I
don’t ever want a member to call and not be able
to find a suite here. If you try the London
Heathrow service, they have fewer suites than us,
they don’t have private bathrooms, they don’t
have food service pantries and they don’t have
their customs and immigration in the facility.
Even so, I have never been there and encountered
another party and I’ve never seen it congested
enough where I could not get a suite. I think we
are in good shape because we built double the
number of suites. I think our response even on
the busiest days will be to tell the member to
come and we will make it work. What people
really want is the logistical service and not just
the time in the suite.
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Candy wall in the private suite (Jim Dobson)

Who is your competition in this market?
The only competition would be charter travel or private jet travel. Many people who tend to fly
private usually fly commercial internationally. For people who charter, we are offering an
important alternative to charter. Southern California has the largest number of private flights in
the world, so when you’re flying a celebrity private to New York to do the Today Show, that is
$70,000. Far better to use our service which is not only less expensive, but delivers the key
component, which is privacy and not being in long lines. The other user who gets a lot of benefit
is any international arrival, because there could be 1,000 people in the customs hall, and if you
don’t speak English, it’s one step worse. What makes us unique is this service is for commercial
travelers.

What are your future plans for The Private Suite ?
I would like to have The Private Suite at JFK and Miami in the future, that would be very
valuable. And by next year we will have a private suite facility in a very fancy shopping
environment, where we will have a separate parking
ramp and underground gated parking lot and six suites.
When one spouse is shopping, the other can be sitting
and doing email, or nannies can take care of the baby.
You will be able go to restaurants, movie theaters and
shops all through the back door. We will also have
escorts to take you around the entire facility. A
membership at The Private Suite LAX would cover your
membership at other locations as well.

Tell me about the luxury perks inside
each suite, as well as the custom service
provided.
Something I am really proud of, is the individualized
service where we plan for any kind of situation that
guests can encounter. For example, you land at LAX on
Sunday and your plans changed and you are not prepared. You don’t have running shoes, dress
shoes, cufflinks, sports coat, rain coat…we have it all. It is available for clients at no additional
charge. Another example would be if you are flying to New York and our host will tell you the
weather changed and will provide rain coat if you need. They would ask you for your size, and a
rolling cart would be brought into your suite with every item in your size to select from.
Clothing items and amenities available upon
request (Jim Dobson)

You can also book a chair massage waiting for you when you arrive, manicure, hair and makeup,
which works perfect for arriving guests who have to go directly to an interview or unexpected
dinner. Our goal is to send members out of here pleased with the experience and to make it easy
in every way that we can.
Copied 5/2/2017 from: https://www.forbes.com/sites/jimdobson/2017/04/26/exclusive-firstlook-inside-the-new-private-celebrity-terminal-at-los-angeles-airport/#21c8d766292d
(Highlights, footnotes and minor edits may have been added, but only to add analysis & clarification)
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